KS3 COURSE OPTIONS
Course Title
Course Description

Course Content
(Term 1,2,3 etc.)
Extra-Curricular
Opportunities

Yr 7 Design & Technology Textiles
In Textiles students will:
Identify the different parts of the sewing machine.
Learn how panels are sewn together using a seam allowance.
Create a pattern/template from their final design
Pin and cut out accurately
Develop ability to use the sewing machine independently, and to understand the
health and safety rules.
Understand the differences between knitted and woven fabrics, and consider
their properties relating to the end uses of textiles
Use a range of materials to produce a customized design
Be able to sew on a button.
Course is run on a 7 week rotation; 21 lessons x 60 minutes
KS3 Textiles club run on a lunchtime:
Students have the opportunity to try different techniques that are not normally
used within lessons. Outcome is to make small useful products for
themselves or as a gift

Important Information

Homework tasks include:
1. Researching the method of patchwork and an image board of existing
patchwork products
2. Researching the impacts/issues of disposing & recycling textile products
3. Researching Kaffe Fassett – a patchwork textile artist (literacy task)

Provision For Most Able

Students are encouraged to try different types of decoration on their cushion,
ribbons, buttons, fancy stitching.
Students who complete the making of their product early are given an
independent task to create a 3D patchwork cube / hackey sack, based on the
patchwork techniques they have learnt in the rotation transferring their skills
from a 2D patchwork panel to a 3D shape.

Assessment

The students work will be assessed 3 times during the module(every 6 contact
hours).
- After completing the research, specification and designs for the cushion
- After completing the patchwork sample
- During the making of the cushion
A Final design and make grade is assessed by pupil and teacher at the end of
the module.

